Army of the Egyptian Eyalet
Between 1515 and 1517, during few campaigns,
Turkish army of Sultan Selim the Grim defeated
Egyptian mamluks and incorporated Egypt into Ottoman Empire. Captured country was renamed as
Egyptian Eyalet (province), in theory under command of Beylerbey (governor) nominated by sultan.
In reality power was often in hands of local mamluk emirs, with their independent politics. As long
as stream of grain and money moved between Cairo
and Stambul, such issues were ignored though.

Legendary formation, for centuries associated with
Egypt, were mamluks (mameluks), who since mid13th century were ruling the country. Raised from
boys bought from neighbouring countries, they
were army of slave-soldiers, known as one of the
best cavalry formations in history. In 17th century
it was composed mostly of Circassians and Georgians, often conflicted with Turks ruling Egypt.
Mamluks were not allowed to wear Turkish clothes,
so they were characterised by headdress called
‘zamt’ (usually red), coats called ‘mulat’ and caftans with tight sleeves. Armed with sabres, bows
and javelins, mounted on strong horses, from very
early age trained for military service, they were
excellent cavalrymen but sometimes they lacked
proper discipline.

Ottoman forces in Egypt were very strong: approx. 10 000 men, including 8000 recruited locally
(mostly Egyptian janissaries and azabs). It was
cavalry though, that made main armed force in the
region. 12 or 15 (depending on sources) of the most
powerful emirs had under their command total of
20 000 mamluk cavalry, with less important chieftains and beys leading another 18 000 cavalry. In
time of war Egypt was also obliged to send military
contingent to support main Ottoman army, both in
Asia and in Europe. Considering its geographical
location and problems with logistics, mamluks and
Egyptian janissaries didn’t took part in each Ottoman military campaign. Their contingents, usually between 2000 and 3000 men, were present on
Crete during 1645-1669 war, also during post-1683
campaigns in Europe. For example at the siege of
Vienna in 1683 there were 3400 Egyptian soldiers,
probably mostly cavalry.

Main Egyptian infantry were janissaries, recruited
locally, mostly from amongst Arab population. It’s
interesting to note that period sources mentioned
that at least some of their units were dragoonlike, using horses to move between battles. Other
formation of Egyptian force were gonullu (sometimes recruited from nomadic tribes), Turkish
sipahi settled in Egypt, also azabs and tufekci, in
same way as janissaries raised from amongst Arab
population.
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1. Javelins
Some mamluks used javelins.
Once per game – in the first charge or countercharge - they
may throw their javelin at the enemy (using Shooting while
Charging rule). This does not cause loss of ammunition and no ammunition is needed to do this.
2. Trained from birth – Unit generates
1 additional die in Close Combat for
every own fighting two bases (even
if Unit is Disorganized). Additionaly its Armor in Close Combat is
increased to 4 (and can be combined with Shield).
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Elite cavalry

EGYPTIAN JANISSARIES
Infantry
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1. Open Order:
Iconography and sources seem to confirm that janissaries
often fought in open order and only sometimes formed deep
columns. The player may deploy and use the janissaries in
Open Order:
Janissaries may begin the game in Open Order. Using a Movement Maneuver/Special Maneuver change the Order from
Open to Close and back. Orders cannot be changed during
a charge. Changing into Open Order requires a Commander
within 20 cm to spend a Command Point (unless the unit is
deployed in Open Order at the beginning of the battle).

Dragooned janissaries
Skirmish level:
Egyptian janissaries generates +1 Reconnaissance Point for every 2 bases. Additionally, In additionif you
move them in the first turn of the game and at the beginning of the turn they are more than 30cm from the
enemy then you may move them 20cm, as if they were cavalry
Divional level:
If in the first turn of the battle the regiment is more than 30cm from the enemy then it may move 20cm (if it
has no guns) or 15cm (if it has guns). In the following turns of the game such a regiment is treated as a normal
infantry regiment.

Egyptian troops on Division level
Regiments of mamluks and Egyptian janissaries can be deployed as a part of ‘Army of an Anatolian Province (1648-1676)’ division, as additional regiments - you can deploy max. of one regiment of each type. If
you deployed both of them, your division can have 6 regiment, even without any Allied regiments. Of your
division do not have mamluks’ regiment, you can deployed 6-bases strong Unit of Elite mamluks as part of
Additional Units (with cost of +3 FSP).
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Skirmish Force from Egyptian Eyalet (1648-1676)

NOTES:

Special rules:
Dragooned Janissaries, 'The Mountains and Valleys
were Full of Them', 'The Spirits were High'

* You may exchange one Anatolian sipahi ala with gönüllü cemaat of
the same number of bases.
+1FSP for 6 bases of azabs. They are deployed in warbands of 6-12 bases.
+1 FSP for 3 bases of cavalry or janissaries..				
+1 FSP for Aga 						
+1 FSP for Salahoz. If Skirmish force has 12 bases of azabs and you deployed
FSP:10 level, you can field Salahoz for free.
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* One gönüllü cemaat may have spears and one may have shields
(it can be the same unit).
* Up to half of sipahi alas may have shields.
Up to half of sipahi alas may have spears.
* Anatolian sipahi may form squadrons up to 8 bases.			
		

Mamluk regiment
Special rules

NOTES:

50%

+1 FSP for any 3 bases.
+1 FSP for Emir
instead of
.
* Emir has the same characteristics as Sanjakbey.
+1 FSP for Aga
.
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Egyptian Janissary regiment
Special rules:
Dragooned Janissaries

NOTES:

40%

+1 FSP for Aga
instead of
+1 FSP for kethuda
+1 FSP for mehter.
+1 FSP for a light gun.
+1 FSP for 4 bases of janissaries.
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